[Observation on therapeutic effect of migraine treated with medicated threads moxibustion of Zhuang nationality].
To observe the therapeutic effect and adverse reaction of migraine treated with medicated threads moxibustion of Zhuang nationality. One hundred and twenty cases of migraine were randomly divided into a medicated threads group and a medication group. Sixty cases were treated with medicated threads moxibustion of Zhuang nationality in medicated threads group, and 60 cases were treated by Ergotamine and Caffeine tablets with oral administration in medication group. All the cases in both groups were continuously treated for 30 days. The score changes of headache and the adverse reactions of patients were observed, and the therapeutic effects were evaluated. The scores of headache after treatment were lower than those before treatment in both groups, indicating the statistically significant differences (both P < 0.05); compared with the scores of headache between both groups after treatment, there was no significant difference (P > 0.05). The total effective rate in medicated threads group was 93.3% (56/60) and 90.0% (54/60) in medication group, and there was no significant difference in comparison of therapeutic effects of both groups (P > 0.05). There was no any adverse reaction in medicated threads group; the symptoms such as flushing and discomfort of upper abdomen, etc. appeared in 20 cases in medication group. The therapeutic effect of migraine treated with medicated threads moxibustion of Zhuang nationality is significantly effective, and there is no any adverse reaction.